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RESULTS
A great deal of reserachhas beenproduced under this project, including the publica-
tion of eight papers baseddirectly on the UV/optical spectral energy distributions (see
list below). We first collected our data from satellites and from ground basedfacilities
and then usedthe databasetowards the following scientific questions;to evaluatethe basic
properties of starburst galaxiessuchasmetallicity, ageof the stellar population and star-
formation rate; to study the extinction in Starbursts and to determinean extinction law for
them; to create templates of quiescentand starburst galaxiesused to derive K-corrections
as a function of morphological type and redshift; to study the ultraviolet continuum in
Seyfert 2 galaxies;to study the X-ray to radio spectral energydistributions of Seyfert 2's,
Starbursts, LINER's and normal galaxies.
We performed a detailed analysisof the ultraviolet to near-infrared (_1200-10000/_)
stellar population of Seyfert 2 galaxies. This involved data which already existed in our
database, new spectroscopicdata, which wasobserved,reducedand analyzed as part of
this project, as well asbroad-band images.
Until recently, it wasassumedthat the ultraviolet continuum of Seyfert 2's was light
from the hidden Seyfert 1nucleus,reflectedin our direction, and that the stellar population
contribution to this wavebandwasnegligible. However,Heckman et al. (1995) showed,
comparing the ultraviolet (1200-1900/_)IUE spectra of 20 Seyfert 2's with the spectrum
of Seyfert l's, that only 20% of the Seyfert 2's UV flux could be explained as scattered
nuclear light. From the comparisonof the UV slopes,they suggestedthat the remaining
80% of the UV flux should be due to circumnuclearstar formation.
Heckmanet al. (1995)basedtheir result on the analysisof the ultraviolet 1200-1900/_
IUE spectra of Seyfert 2's. However, due to the low signal to noise ratio (S/N) of the
individual UV spectra, their analysis had to be basedon the averagespectrum of 20
Seyfert 2's, and a detailed analysisof the stellar population of individual objects wasnot
possible. This averageSeyfert 2 spectrum was created weighting the individual spectra
by their S/N. Doing the averagein this way they gave a larger weight for galaxies with
circumnuclear star-forming regions, which have a larger UV flux and better S/N, thus
influencing the results.
In our analysiswe study the stellar population of individual Seyfert 2 galaxies,based
on spectra in the wavelength range 1200-10000/_.The analysisof the stellar population
of Seyfert 2's basedonly on the UV spectrum (1200-3200/_)is usually not possible, due
to the low S/N of the IUE spectra. However, basedon the 1200-10000/_spectra, espe-
cially the visual part (3200-10000/_)which havea muchbetter S/N, wehavebeenable to
determine the stellar population of individual Seyfert 2's. Using the equivalent widths of
absorption lines in the region )_3200-10000A, we found which galaxy template from Kin-
ney et al. (1996) gives the best match to the observed spectrum, and, assuming that this
stellar population can be extrapolated to the ultraviolet, we were to determine the stellar
population contribution to the region )_1200-3200/_. The results of this study are being
written up now.
Given the large aperture through which the spectra were obtained, 10 _ × 20 _, it is possi-
ble that, in some cases, the ultraviolet spectrum of these galaxies includes the contribution
from young stars in the disk. In order to quantify this contribution, we are obtaining broad
band B, V and I images of this galaxies, to study in more detail the possible contribution
from young stars along the galaxy disk.
SUMMARY
Our analysis allowed us to address the following points: 1) the nature of the featureless
ultraviolet continuum in Seyfert 2's, in particular the amount of stellar population that
contributes to this waveband; 2) the difference between Seyfert l's and Seyfert 2's in the
ratio of ultraviolet ,_1400/_ to soft X-rays continuum, which is larger in Seyfert 2's and
apparently contradicts the Unified Model, but may be resolved if we consider the stellar
population; 3) search for anisotropic radiation escaping from the nucleus of Seyfert 2's,
by comparing the number of ionizing photons, estimated from the ultraviolet continuum
photons, to the number of recombination photons, calculated using the H_ line flux.
In. addition, the research from this grant produced template spectra that have been
used in a wide variety of applications, including the identification of high redshift galaxies
in the Slone survey.
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